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1. I took a shine to a bonnie lass and she took a shine to me-

2. I would not be long deferred from ta king bonnie's hand

3. A waltz in common time my love to get you on the floor

Sa tur-daynight at the old barn dance I promised her we'd be
A saw-buck and a score I'd bring for the ol' boys in the band
I couldn't believe that no one thought of that before

Hop ing when a waltz came on we'd both dance cheek to cheek
The next dance night her feet grew light when they played my new rhyme

But the one two three was a mystery for the lass with two left feet!
Such a simple song that it can't go wrong called the Waltz in Four Four Time

one two three, two two three, three two three, four!
Waltzing just goes easier when you squeeze in one beat more!